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Score Editorial Review by Norman Willey, France Women are much-loved in general for their mellifluous voice, the virtue of sweetness, the gifts of beauty and the

capacity for all-round entertaining. It would be impossible to meet all these ends all at once, so individual traits must be selected for special attention. As a rule,
terseness of voice and neatness are admired most. Dry, brittle notes are, however, often extremely beautiful; and high, ringing sounds, having a serious undercurrent,

are very compelling. The unusually pure or false are far from alluring, as is also the "dead" tone, merely the result of odd internal combustion. Then again, the curiously
innocent, somewhat tremulous voice, with the first note light and ethereal, is delightful. The true lyric soprano, by its very nature, is reserved and reticent. Women are
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is delightful. The true lyric soprano, by its very nature, is reserved and reticent. My Account Customer Service Oh so they are having a few wickets at Lord's. England

have been, for over a month now, hammering out world number one status on the grounds that the Bangladeshis are no longer even in the top six. Was it pride,
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